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I EXPERT: Mr. Marc Finaud is a Senior Programme Advisor, Emerging Security
Challenges Programme, Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP)
A former French career diplomat with experience in bilateral and multilateral
diplomacy who has been sharing it in training junior diplomats from all over the world
and conducting research in sensitive areas such as arms proliferation, the Middle East,
terrorism, peacebuilding, media relations, etc.
Topics (2 Full Class Days)
- The Elusive Middle East Peace
- Arms Proliferation: Legal and Other Responses
- Arms Control in the Middle East
- The Iranian Nuclear Programme
- Controlling the Arms Trade
- Media and International Security
- Communication Skills
A look at world and regional challenges through the lens both of state and non-state actors as well as cooperative
and multilateral responses to improve both national and human security.
II EXPERT: PhD candidate, Aleksandar Weisner is international trainer, consultant
and practitioner in conflict transformation and PhD candidate in Peace Study, Human
Rights and Human Security (European Centre for Peace and Development/University
for Peace UN). He holds M.Sc. in Conflict Study and MA in Strategy and Methods for
Social Change. A. Weisner is author and director of peace education program School
Without Violence. He was founder member, president and coordinator of Pancevo
Peace Movement (1991-2006, Yugoslavia/Serbia).
Topics (1 Full Class Day and 1 Half Class Day)
- From Dictatorship to Democracy - Strategies for Sustainable Peacebuilding and
Development

- Tactical Intervention and Social Change
- Integrative and systemic approach to conflict transformation
The topics contain presentation, case study and workshop about challenges for social movements and nonviolent
change in nondemocratic states. Principles of Nonviolent Struggle, Strategy and Methods for Nonviolent Change
and Social Development, Colored Revolutions in East/South East Europe and Arab Spring - common strategy and
methodology inspired by Gene Sharp’s methods and techniques (implemented in Serbia and run by CANVAS) are
the main subtopics the group will work on. Students will have opportunity to work and learn how to create an
integrative and systematic approach to strategic peacebuilding and sustainable social change. The topic contains
issues such (dis)Obedience, Values and Attitudes, Needs and Political Power. Critical reflection on actual peacebuilding strategies and innovative model for social development in post-conflict societies will be presented and
discussed as well.
III EXPERT: Professor Alicia Cabezudo ph.d. is Professor Emeritus at the School
of Education/University of Rosario / Argentina and at the UNESCO CHAIR on
Culture of Peace and Human Rights University of Buenos Aires/Argentina.
Think Tank Member of the North South Centre of the Council of Europe and
Consultant on Global Education and Citizenship Education of the North South Centre
and the UNESCO. Vice- President of the International Peace Bureau - IPB Geneva.
She is University and College Professor on Peace Education,Intercultural Dialogue,
Democracy / Citizenship and Human Rights.
Her work is rooted in the field of the international framework in Culture of Peace
Education with a wide teaching experience in Latin American , European and Korean
Universities as well as Local Government Public Policy Consultancy. She is author of
various books, publications and research articles in her specific expertise field.
Topics (2 Full Class Days)
- Constructing Culture of Peace by Formal
- Non Formal Pedagogy and Dialogue
This Course attempts to inspire learners to actively pursue the transformation of the present culture of violence
through considerations of alternatives in accordance to the international Culture of Peace framework, conflict
transformation strategies and dialogue conceptual knowledge. Peace building process and Peace Education contents
& methodology will be taught as useful tools for achieving nonviolent behaviors and practices.
The reading and study of the most relevant international documents related to the construction of Culture of Peace
will be developed for future field application in specific and diverse peacebuilding situations useful for Course
attendants.
Teaching and Learning Methods
- Lectures
- Dialogue and exchange within course attendants and with the Instructor s
- Comments and discussions on lectures and power point presentations
- Individual a/o group written work: summaries, opinions, analysis.
- Brief individual expositions on new ideas, comments and alternatives
- Exercises (e.g. case studies, critical incidents, simulations, international practices)
- Role playing and cooperative games.
- Critical analysis of documents, newspapers, tables, templates & matrix, media resources, on field testimonies &
brief interviews.
- Non traditional dynamics applied in active small groups
IV. EXPERT: Mr. Christophe Barbey is a Lawyer, irenologist (peace activator,
mediator), poet and smile cultivator. He is also coordinator of APRED, participative
institute for the progress of Peace.
Long time peace researcher with a main focus on long term infrastructures for peace
such as peace policies, non-militarised countries and territories, peace zones peace and
peace treaties, the place of peace in constitutions, peace and human rights, new forms
of democracy, vulgarization of peace, prevention of and peaceful settlement of
disputes.
Main representative of two NGO’s at the United Nations in Geneva.
Christophe also runs a legal consultancy for soldiers and conscientious objectors.

Topics (1 Full Class Day and 1 Half Class Day)
- From individual to universal peace. Some tools for the future
- Envisioning peace to design comprehensive peace policies
As peace is more readily becoming a universal value, individuals and sociopolitical structures will be in need of
tools and policies to mainstream and implement efficiently the concept of peace. Starting from each and everyone’s
own definition of peace, working through social mechanisms, practices and tools as needed enhance peaceful
relations and to prevent or settle disputes peacefully, the class will move on to look at deeper infrastructures for
peace, mainly through the links between peace on one side and democracy, law including soft law and human
rights, conflict management on the other. Participants will be expected to use the concepts drawn from the course in
case studies.

